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ABSTRACT
Environmental radiological assessments rely heavily on the use of
mathematical models. The predictions of these models are inherently
uncertain because these models are inexact representations of real
systems. The major sources of this uncertainty are related to biases
in model formulation and parameter estimation. The best approach for
estimating the actual extent of over- or underprediction is model
validation, a procedure that requires testing over the range of the
intended realm of model application. Other approaches discussed are
the use oF screening procedures, sensitivity and stochastic analyses,
and model comparison. The magnitude of uncertainty in model predictions
is a function of the questions asked of the model and the specific
radionuclides and exposure pathways of dominant importance. Estimates
are made of the relative magnitude of uncertainty for situations
requiring predictions of individual and collective risks for both
chronic and acute releases of radionuclides. It is concluded that
models developed as research tools should be distinguished from models
developed for assessment applications. Furthermore, increased model
complexity does not necessarily guarantee increased accuracy. To
improve the "realism" of assessment modeling, stochastic procedures
are recommended that translate uncertain parameter estimates into a
distribution of predicted values. These procedures also permit the
importance of model parameters to be ranked according to their relative
contribution to the overall predicted uncertainty. Although confidence
in model predictions can be improved through site-specific parameter
estimation and increased model validation, risk factors and internal
dosimetry models will probably remain important contributors to the
amount of uncertainty that is irreducible. The authors contend that,
at low doses and low dose rates of the same magnitude as current
standards for routine exposures by nembers of the general public, the
implications of model uncertainties nay be greater for legal, political,
and economic issues than for the protection of human health.

•Operated by the Union Carbide Corporation under contract
W-7405-eng-26 with the U. S. Department of Energy.

INTRODUCTION
From other papers presented at this meeting, it is apparent that
the application of mathematical models is an essential element of
environmental radiological assessments.

These mcdels are used to

predict the physical dispersion of radionuclides in the atmosphere and
hydrosphere; deposition onto soils, sediments and other surfaces;
transfer of material into terrestrial and aquatic food chains; and
dose-equivalents and health risks to humans resulting from external
and internal exposure pathways. The quantities predicted by these
models are used to evaluate compliance with regulatory limits, optimize
the design of engineered systems for the retention of radioactive
wastes, guide decisions regarding the siting of facilities, and document
potential environmental impacts resulting from planned and unplanned
releases.
In the past, little emphasis was placed on the evaluation of uncertainties in radiological assessments because conservative approaches
produced calculated doses which were usually only small fractions of
applicable dose limits [1-3]. During the last decade, however, regulatory guides [4] and fitandards [5] have been issued that are more
restrictive than the primary radiation protection standards originally
specified by the Federal Radiation Council [5]. To decrease the chance
that conservative models erroneously predict values that infringe upon
or exceed these regulatory limits, emphasis is being placed on increasing the "realism" of model predictions. For example, the actual locations of exposed population groups and average estimates of agricultural
production and food consumption for specific sites are being used rather

than values which tend to maximize calculated exposures (e.g., Ref. [7]),
However, the removal of obvious sources of conservatism from the models
will increase the potential for underestimating actual exposures unless
the uncertainties remaining in other areas of the model are taken into
account. Thus, there is now increased incentive for evaluating model
uncertainties over that which has existed in tl.j past»
In this paper, we attempt to review the sources, methods for
analysis, and relative magnitudes of uncertainties in radiological
assessment models. We also discuss what we believe are the main implications of these uncertainties. Our conclusions are based to a large
extent on our personal judgment and points of view developed from more
than seven years of active investigations on model strengths and weaknesses [3,8-18], including participation in Task Groups 2 and 3 of NCRP
Scientific Committee No. 64 [19], Nevertheless, definitive statements
on model uncertainties are difficult to make in the absence of extensive
testing (model validation) conducted over a range of conditions. Points
of view different from our own are therefore expected and welcomed.
It should also be noted that it is not our purpose to review the
important role that models have played in the radiation protection
field for over 30 years. Nor do we intend to imply through this discussion of uncertainties that modeling efforts should cease or be curbed.
Model development will always be the basic process by which empirical
information is synthesized into an understanding of natural systems.
Our attempt here is merely to help decision-makers make better use of
these important scientific tools.

SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY
We have found it convenient to place the sources of model uncertainty into four major categories:

(1) incorrect model formulation,

(2) incorrect parameter estimation, (3) failure to account for parameter
variability, and (4) errors in programming, computation, calculation,
and report writing.

In this discussion, we consider only those sources

of uncertainty related to the first three categories.

Incorrect Model Formulation
Incorrect model formulation is the primary underlying source of
uncertainty, since all models at their very best are only inexact
representations of real systems. The complex nature of environmental
transport, food chain bioaccumulation, and human dosimetry is such
that no model can be expected to exactly describe the behavior of radioactivity in the environment and its effects on exposed individuals and
populations. Thus, models developed for one set of conditions may not
perform well when extrapolations are made to new situations.
Intentional or inadvertent departures of model formulations
(including their accompanying framework of assumptions) from real world
conditions will result in predictive errors that systematically tend
to over- or underpredict actual events. This tendency we refer to as
"model bias."

Intentional sources of model bias are usually related

to the application of conservative assumptions. Unintentional sources
of model bias may be related to unwarranted assumptions of steady-state
conditions or first-order kinetics, unrecognized relationships between
model parameters, inadvertent exclusion of significant exposure pathways

or important physical processes, and accidental incorporation of the
same process into the model more than once due to inconsistencies within
formulations of the model structure and the derivation of parameter values.

Incorrect Parameter Estimation
Bias in model predictions may result from improper estimation of
model parameters (i.e., the independent variables of the model), in
addition to improper model formulation. Proper parameter estimation is
difficult because appropriate data are seldom available. Estimates must
often be made on the basis of published data derived from experiments
designed for other purposes, and dependencies of the data on site-specific
or other factors are not commonly determined or reported [2,7,20-22].
Radiological assessment models generally employ a data base of
"default values" recommended for use in the absence of site-specific
or population-specific data (e.g., Refs. [7,23-28]).

The degree to

which these recommended "default values" are applicable to specific
situations cannot be steted, although the values are frequently assumed
to be conservative [2,3]. However, this assumption may not always be
valid [7,9,11,13,19]. Parameter estimation, in our opinion, is highly
dependent on the use of subjective judgment (i.e., educated guesses).
The accuracy of model predictions is therefore a function of the quality
of this judgment. Sometimes it is difficult to appreciate the influence
of judgment on the accuracy of model predictions because of the elaborate
nature of the calculations performed and the abundant quantitative
information generated by computer implementations.

Nonetheless, the

importance of judgment in model development and application must not
be underrated.

Parameter Variability
Parameter variability as a source of uncertainty is related to the
general use of deterministic models in radiological assessments [10,19],.
By a deterministic model, we mean any model whose output depends on
the selection of a single value for each input parameter (Fig. 1 ) .
For a given radionuclide and exposure pathway, deterministic models
produce a single estimate of dose. In so doing, the effects of imprecise
parameter estimation and system variability are ignored.
Because of the inherent variability associated with measurements
taken of natural systems, we believe that model parameters used in
assessment models should be described by a range, or still better, a
distribution of values. Ultimately, parameter distributions should be
translated into a distribution of model predictions from which some
judgment of model uncertainties can be made. By contrast, deterministic
models, produce only a single predicted quantity froa single value
parameter estimates and thus tend to present a misleading impression
of accuracy. This is especially evident when order-of-magnitude parameter estimates are used to predict values given to several significant
digits without providing any statement about the predictive uncertainty
of the models.

Fig. 1. The derivation of a predicted value produced by a detenninistic
model.
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METHODS FOR EVALUATING UNCERTAINTY
Model Validation
The best procedure for estimating uncertainties in models is to
test their predictions against observations made over the range of
conditions for which the model is intended to be used. This procedure
is commonly referred to as "model validation" [3-19], The types of
models that have been subjected most extensively to validation are
those used to predict atmospheric dispersion [16,19,29,30]. Table 1
is a summary of the results obtained from a variety of tests performed
on one basic type of dispersion model, i.e., the Gaussian plume model.
Few attempts have been made to test the accuracy of an entire complement
of radiological assessment models used to predict all aspects from a
unit release to the environment out to human health risks. Perhaps
the best examples involve tests of the accuracy of predicted concentrations of 1-131 in milk following a chronic release to the atmosphere [31-34].

These tests have combined estimates of the chemical

composition of the released 1-131, atmospheric dispersion, wet and dry
deposition, and agricultural food-chain transfer.
Most validation studies have usually been restricted to testing
components of assessment models over relatively short time periods and
at a few locations [3,16,19,29,30]. Testing over the full range of
conditions for which model predictions are needed has not been conducted.
Such extensive testing requires a substantial investment in time and
financial resources. For this reason, model validation has not received
a high research priority. In many cases, model validation may be nearly

Table 1. Estimates based on field validation studies of the ratio
of predicted to observed air concentration associated
with predictions by the Gaussian plume atmospheric
dispersion model under various release conditions [16]
Conditions

Range

Annual average for a specific point,
flat terrain
0-10 km downwind
10-150 km downwind

0.5-2
0.25 - 4

Short-term, elevated releases
Without building wake effects
With building wake effects

0.1 - 10
0.01 - 100

Short-term, surface-level releases
Without building wake effects
With building wake effects

0.3 - 100
0.7 - 100

Complex terrain or meteorology
(e.g., sea breeze regimes)
Annual average concentrations
Short-term releases

0.1 - 10
0.01 - 100

impossible either due to extremely low levels of radionuclide concentrations in the environment or because the time periods considered by
the model are prohibitively long [30].

Alternatives to Model Validation
Because of the expense and impracticality of model validation for
many types of assessment models, other approaches must be considered
for addressing model uncertainties. These approaches include the use
of screening procedures to identify potentially important radionuclides
and exposure pathways, sensitivity analyses to identify important groups
of model parameters, stochastic analyses to determine the effect of
parameter uncertainty on model predictions, and comparisons among the
predictions of different models [10]. Each of these approaches requires
extensivp use of judgment and critical insight.
Screening procedures

Screening procedures are based on model

predictions that are not likely to underestimate radionuclide concentrations in environmental media, dose, or health risk.

Screening

models are usually designed in such a manner that, as long as they
predict values that do not infringe upon some established level of
concern, there should be no further need to pursue an analysis of
uncertainty even though the uncertainties may extend over several orders
of magnitude. Screening calculations are wery useful in that they
focus attention on those few radionticlides and exposure pathways warranting further attention.
Fe.v radiological assessment models currently in use have been
officially designated for screening although screening techniques are
widely used by modelers to define various aspects of a problem worth
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detailed attention. The International Atomic Energy Agency has recently
published a screening model for the evaluation of exposures to critical
population groups from routine releases [25], and NCRP Scientific
Committee 64 has organized a special task group to develop a screening
approach for the United States. However, in the absence of formal analyses of model uncertainties, the amount of conservatism necessary to
compensate for potential underprediction in screening calculations is
largely dependent on subjective judgment [35].
Sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses can be used to specify
the relative effect of changes in the values of model parameters on
the predicted quantity.

If incorrect model formulation is not expected

to be a major problem, then sensitivity analyses can be used as a
measure of the potential importance of model parameters as contributors
to uncertainties in model predictions [36,37].

In lieu of information

on the range of uncertainty in parameter estimates, sensitivity analyses
are usually performed by varying each parameter by a fixed amount and
ascertaining the degree to which the predicted quantity is affected by
these changes [10]. Such procedures are most effective when they are
used as additional screening tools to eliminate from consideration model
components whose influence on the model predictions can be neglected [10],
However, cara must be taken in ranking the importance of model parameters and/or establishing research priorities based on sensitivities that
have been determined only by perturbing model parameters by some fixed
amount.

This is because large differences in parameter uncertainties

may overwhelm the effect of moderate differences in the functional
relationships of model parameters within a deterministic model [10,25].

11

Stochastic analyses. In the absence of model validation, the
next best approach for analyzing model uncertainties is the use of
stochastic (i.e., probablistic) modeling procedures).* These procedures
translate parameter uncertainties into uncertainties in model predictions
by treating the uncertain parameters as random variables from which a
distribution of values of model output is produced (Fig. 2 ) . The effect
of parameter variability on model ouiout ij treated explicitly.

The

distribution of values which is assumed for the uncertain model parameters depends on the quantity and quality of available data and investigator judgment, with the most commonly assumed distribution being the
lognormal [9,18,19,38-41].
Stochastic approaches constitute the state-of-the-art in assessment
modeling.

They vary from simple statistical error propagation formula-

tions to random sampling procedures requiring the use of a computer
[8,9,11,18,36,38-46].

Stochastic procedures can be used to rank the

importance of model parameters by accounting for both uncertainty and
mathematical sensitivity [10] (e.g., Table 2 ) .
The information included within the frequency distributions
obtained from stochastic procedures can be impressive (Fig. 3 ) . However, we caution against placing undue confidence in these distributions
because of the judgmental nature with which input distributions are
specified and the possible influence of unaccounted for sources of
uncertainty in model formulation.

Fran our experience, we have found

•Numerous terms have been used in the literature to describe methods
of stochastic analyses. Among them are "parameter uncertainty analysis," "imprecision analysis," "statistical sensitivity analysis,"
"error analysis," "error propagation," and "probabilistic modeling"
[8,10,11,17-19,25,30,36].

\

Fig. 2. A pictorial description of the basic procedure of stochastic
analyses 1n which parameter uncertainty 1s translated into a
distribution of model predictions.
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Tible 2.

*n example of stochastic model rankings of parapet"?' aid pafway contributors j i unce*?»f"<ti?5
1n dose predictions for terrestrial and aquatic food chain transport of Cs-137 : l l l

Pathway

Important pathways and parameters

Inoortance
total

Aquatic frathways
Water-?isb-man

Combined terrestrial pathways

Parameters
c-«

Btoaccumu'latton factor, B.
Rate of fish consumption, 'lr
Oose conversion factor, D

o.V

Pathways
Deposition-pasture-oeat man
Depos1tion-pasture-nilk-nan
Deposition-nonleafy vegetables-nan
Oeposition-leafy

Oeposition-all terrestrial
pathways-man

Heat transfer coefficient, Tjf
Mass interception factor, r/Y
(pasture)
Oose conversion facto', 0^.
Loss rate fron vegetation, '•
(pasture)
Rate of meat consumption, \i.
Rate of milk consunntion, U

Single terrestrial pathways
Deposition-pasture-nieat-man

Paraineters
Meat transfer coefficient, f,f

rn"

Rate of meat consimptiwi, U f
Mass Interception factor, r/Yy
Loss rate from vegetation, '
Oose conversion factor, D.
ij
'Determined using analytical techniques by dividing the variance at lo;-trans'3^e.i
distribution by the variance of the log-transformed distribution o' rfose prediction.
Determined using numerical techniques by squaring tne coefficient for f » '3ik
between parameter values and the predicted dose.

i*i

Fig. 3. A frequency distribution of stochastic predictions of the Cs-137 ingestion dose to the
total body resulting from exposure to multiple terrestrial food pathways [11]. Predicted
values are 50-year committed dose equivalents resulting from an annual exposure to a
continuous rate of deposition onto an agricultural system for a duration of 15 years.
The locations of the geometric mean (X ) , arithmetic mean (T), and the 84th (X,,.), 95th (Xgr)j
and 99th (Xg g ) percentiles of the distribution are given as well as that of the deterministic
prediction of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.109 [28], The MRC value is located at the 96th
percentile of this distribution, while X and X" are located at the 50th and 68th
percentiles, respectively.
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it more appropriate to derive from the output distribution a "probable
range," based on a 95% or 99% confidence interval [10,16]. This range
is interpreted in a qualitative sense as having a reasonably high
probability of including the true value, assuming that biases in model
formulation and parameter estimation are not unduly large. Examples
of assessment model uncertainties determined using stochastic procedures
are given in Table 3.
Model comparison. Another method that is suggested on occasion for
estimating potential uncertainties in model predictions has been comparison of the results produced by different models, e.g., reference [47].
Unless one of the models in this comparison has been previously validated, this approach mav be highly misleading.

Extreme care should

be taken to identify differences in model structure, underlying
assumptions, and sources of data from which parameters have been
estimated [10]. Although a large number of computer codes exist for
radiological assessments [12], the mathematical forms of the models
used by these codes are often very similar as are the sources from
which their parameters have been estimated [3,7,9,12,19-28]. Thus,
comparison among models may not reflect an evaluation of truly independent results. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which much less
discrepancy is exhibited among the predictions of four deterministic
assessment models than is indicated by the 95% range produced from
stochastic modeling or from the range of observed values obtained from
the long-term monitoring of Cs-137 in global fallout.
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* summary of results using stochastic modeling for a variety of environmental eoo'ijrs tu
Values presented ire the 5th percenttle (K n 5 ). geonetrk nean [t ) , and UPD?1" 'St1" ( t , , i
percentHe of predicted distributions
"'
Radionuc'lde

Pu-239

Pu-239

1-131

Exposure pathway

<05

Sr-90

>9S

»e'»'»-c*

'"'

Son-»1r-1nhalat1on-lung a > b
(mr«d/year per p d / g s o l ) )

2.5 x 10" 3

9.* x io'3

3.S x 1O' ?

So11-vegetat1on-1ngtstlcn-bone a '
(mrad/year per pC1/g s o i l )

4.1 x lo" 4

l . l « 19" ?

3 x jn'1

ri

"

A1r-pasture-m1lk-1ngest1on-t!>yroid c> ' 1
(rem/year per p C i / n 3 a i r )

Sr-90

<n

Water-fish-ingeslion-bone surface
(nren/year per pCi/L water)

0.6<i

3.9

?3

!:""

9.5 x i o " 1

0.; 1 ;

<.'

"ii"

\.l

S.I

[Hi

0.67

*.q

f.:;i

0.1S

[\\1

>e

Deposition-multiple terrestrial
food pathways-bone surface 0 ' 6
(mrem/year per pC1/m2.d)

Cs-137

0.J8
b>e

Water-fish-ingestion-totat body

9.3 x io' ?

{mrem/year per pCI/L water)
Cs-137

Deposition-multiple terrestrial
food pathways-total bodyc§e
(mren/year per pCI/m -d)

Cs-137

0epos1t1on-sof1-pasture-nnk

(pCI/L per Ci/kin2)

1.2 x 10

4.4 x 10

c>f

10

;u

221

'Estimated dose rate a t age 70 years fron a lifetime exposure.
Simple analytical procedures based on lognoraal statistics used to propijate o^r^-ioter e r r o ' .
e
Monte Carlo conputer techniques used to propagata parameter error.
Estimated thyroid dose for children of the age group 0.S to ?.o years.
'Estimated 50-year comnitted dose equivalent fron a 1 year intake.
Values approxiiwted from published figures usinq lognomal s t J t i s t i c ^ .

ill]

Fig. 4. A comparison of Cs-137 concentrations in milk (pCi/liter) predicted by four
internationally recognized terrestrial food chain models (AIRDOS/EPA [261,
NRC [23], NRPB [24,27], and IAEA [25]) with the second percentile (X Q2 ),
geometric mean (X ), and 99th percentile (Xg7) predicted using stochastic
approaches [11], and with the range (UN-j

, UM^. h ) derived from time

integrations of long-term, global monitoring of Cs-137 in nuclear weapons
fallout [48].

Milk concentrations are normalized for 30 years of continuous

deposition at a rate of 1 pCi/m2 d.
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THE RELATIVE MAGNITUDE OF UNCERTAINTIES
As mentioned previously, a detailed uncertainty analysis has never
been made for all exposure pathways and radionuclides nor is such an
analysis likely to be male in the near future. It is possible, however,
to form some generalizations on model uncertainties by combining information from limited model validation studies, stochastic modeling, and
the careful use of expert judgment.

From this information, it is

apparent that the relative magnitude of uncertainties will be influenced
by the nature of the questions addressed by the model and by the specific
radionuclides and exposure pathways of dominant importance.

The Influence of Different Radionuclides and Exposure Pathways
Estimates of environmental transport and dosimetry of frequently
studied radionuclides (e.g., H-3, Kr-85, Sr-90, 1-131, and Cs-137) are
expected to be more certain than those of other nucl^des that have
been less intensively researched (e.g., Tc-99, Nb-95, Np-237). Likewise, the prediction of dose for external modes of exposure is expected
to be less uncertain than dose predictions from internal exposures
which are more dependent on variable biological processes [16,30].
Predictions of exposures resulting from chronic emissions when the
atmosphere and surface waters are predominant media of contamination
are also expected to be less uncertain than predictions when groundwater, sediments, and surface soils become the predominant source of
radionuclides in the environment [19,22,49],

19

For most nuclear fuel cycle facilities and most radionuclides,
groundwater, sediments, and ground surface contamination will not be
important sources of exposure until either the facilities have ceased
operation or until after releases have persisted over long time periods
(more than 30 to 100 years). These media are, however, most important
for the evaluation of radiological exposures from waste repositories
[19,49], Usually only a few radionuclides and exposure pathways dominate
the radiological importance of a release; however, when several exposure
pathways contribute to the total exposure, uncertainties will tend to
be less than when exposures are dominated by a single pathway due to
the process of adding independent distributions [11]. An example of
this effect, is given in Table 4 whereby stochastic analyses show the
uncertainties resulting from the exposure to Sr-90 and Cs-137 via
multiple terrestrial food-chain pathways to be less than those from
single pathways.

The Influence of Different Assessment Questions
The influence of different assessment questions on the magnitude
of model uncertainties is illustrated in Tables 5 and 6. We have found
that uncertainties will usually decrease with increased time- and
space-averaging.

Therefore, uncertainties in these tables tend to be

less for questions related to routine (chronic) releases than for
accidental (acute) releases. Uncertainties are also less for questions
requiring assessments of collective or average individual risk than
for questions about the risk to individuals, or more correctly, small
population groups.

20

Table 4.

Stochastic predictions of dose-equivalents for the deposition
and subsequent transport of Sr-90 and Cs-137 through selected
t e r r e s t r i a l food chain pathways [11]

pathway

Geometric
mean

Uncertainty
factor 3

Deposition-leafy vegetables-inan
(mrem per pCi/m *d)
Sr-90 (bone surface)
Cs-137 (total body)

0.27
1.4 x 10" 3

9.0
5.8

Deposition-nonleafy
vegetables-man
o

(mrem per pCi/m *d)
Sr-90 (bone surface)
Cs-137 (total body)

0.34
3.3 x 10~3

3.4
3.1

0.15
8.2 x 10~3

14
10

Deposition-pasture-milk-man
2

(mrem per pCi/m *d)
Sr-90 (bone surface)
Cs-137 (total body)
Deposition-pasture-meat-man

2
(mrem per pCi/m *d)

Sr-90 (bone surface)
Cs-137 (total body)

0.055
0.021

18
3.4

1.2
0.044

5.8
4.3

Exposure to all t e r r e s t r i a l
pathways combined
(mrem per pCi/m~«d)
Sr-90 (bone surface)
Cs-137 (total body)
a

The uncertainty factor is the ratio of the piaximun value of a
95% probability interval to the geometric mean.

Table 5. Estimates of uncertainties associated with calculations of the radiological
impact of routine releases
Uncertainty factor
Model component

References
Individual

Population

Release (source term)

10-100

10-100

[50,51]

Physical dispersion (atmosphere
and surface water)

2-4

1.5-2

[3,16,19,29]

Food chain transport

3-50

1.5-10

[2,7,9,11,17,
19-22,30,35]

Usage factors (rates
of intake)

1.3-7

1.2-2

[9,19,52-54]

Dose factors12

1.5-30

1.3-10

[16,38,41,55,56]

Risk factors

2-20?

1.2-10?

[48,56-60]

The ratio of a likely maximum or minimum value to the expected median value; estimated
using extensive judgment in concert with information given in the cited references.
Includes estimates for critical groups of the population.
c
Includes estimates for average individuals.
Uncertainties primarily due to conservative bias in engineering estimates of source terms.
e
Includes errors due to extrapolations from animal data.
^Uncertainty estimates do not include bias dose to extrapolations to low doses; since there
is the possibility that large overestimates of health risk may occur at doses which are only
small fractions of natural background, a question mark is included after the maximum estimate
of risk factor uncertainty.
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Table 6. Estimates of uncertainties associated with calculations of
the radiological impact of accidental releases
Uncertainty factor 3
References

Model component
0

Individual

Population

Release (source term)

10-loV

10-loV

[55,61,62]

Physical dispersion 6
(atmosphere and
surface water)

3-100

2-10

[3,16,55,63,66]

Food chain transport'

5-100

2-10

[18,55,64-66]

Usage factors
(rates of intake) 9

3-10

2-4

[19,52-54]

Dose factors

2-30

1.5-10

[38,41,55,56]

Risk factors 1

2-20

1.2-10

[48,55-60]

•F

a

The ratio of a likely maximum or minimum value to the expected median
value; estimated using extensive judgment in concert with information given
in the cited references.
Includes estimates for critical jrjups of the population.
Includes estimates for average individuals.
Uncertainties primarily due to conservative bias in engineering
estimates of source terms; question marks indicate a lack of consensus among
consulted experts.
e
Does not include uncertainties due to acute precipitation events.
It is expected that environmental monitoring will serve to reduce this
uncertainty in the event of an actual accidental radionuclide release.
^Following an actual release, we assume that emergency response measures
will reduce the number of pathways through which the population may be exposed,
with the possible exception of inhalation and initial external exposure to
contaminated air and surfaces. Usage factors therefore refer to estimates of
inhalation rates and the time-integrated exposure to radionuclides in air and
on surfaces.
Includes errors due to extrapolations from animal data.
Excludes potential bias due to extrapolations to low doses; uncertainties are expected to decrease as exposure rates increase.
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A major fraction of the total uncertainty in assessment calculations is related to the uncertainty in the estimate of the source term,
although source-term estimates, because of the nature of engineering
judgment, are usually biased on the side of conservatism. The effect
of source-term uncertainties on the overall uncertainty is expected to
be more pronounced for assessments of collective or average risk than
for estimates of the risk to critical population groups or individuals.
This is because uncertainties in source terms are unaffected by the
increase in space-averaging that occurs for model predictions of environmental transport, bioaccumulation, dosimetry, and health risx when
questions change emphasis from the radiological impact on individuals
or small population groups to the collective impact on larger populations
extending over large regions.
When in-plant monitoring effectively reduces source-term uncertainties, or when release limits are derived through back-calculation from
established risk or dose limits, the uncertainties in environmental
transport, dosimetry, and risk models take on increased importance.
For assessments of routine emissions that may result in significant
ingestion exposures, uncertainties in food-chain transport, internal
dosimetry, and risk factors tend to be more important than uncertainties
in dietary habits or atmospheric and surface-water transport. By contrast, uncertainties in atmospheric transport are very important for
the assessment of accidental releases. The uncertainty estimates given
in Table 6 for physical dispersion under accidental release conditions
do not include the influences of acute precipitation events.
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The estimates of uncertainties listed for the risk factors in
Tables 5 and 6 reflect variability in data. No consideration has been
given in these estimates to the well-known arguments concerning extrapolation of available data at high doses and dose rates to the region of
low doses which are of primary concern in environmental radiological
assessments (model bias). Because of extrapolation uncertainties, we
expect greater potential for error in estimating risk factors for routine
emissions which are associated with low-dose rates than for accidental
releases during which higher doses would likely occur. However, the
assumption of a linear relationship betv/een dose and risk with no threshold at low doses is standard practice for radiological assessments,
even though such an assumption may result in large overestimates of
health risk at very low doses and dose rates [48,56-69].

Influence of Specific Model Assumptions
Assumptions leading to conservative bias.

Although there are

numerous assumptions employed in environmental radiological assessment
models that directly affect the formulation of equations and the
selection of parameter values, we focus our attention on a few specific
examples commonly used in assessment models that are likely to cause
predictive bias.

Generally, both the source terms given by the engi-

neering community and the health risks assumed at low doses can be
considered to be conservative. The use of H-3 and C-14 specific activity models to assess the radiological importance of releases to the
atmosphere will also be conservative for maximumly exposed individuals
and for members of critical population groups if the assumption is
made that all of the hydrogen and carbon in a human receptor is derived
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from the atmosphere at the specified location [11,19]. More realistic
assessments, which require estimates of the intakes of carbon and
hydrogen from sources with lower specific activities of C-14 and H-3,
may reduce dose estimates by an order of magnitude or more [11,19,25,30].
The assumption of geometric means as representative parameter
estimates.

Recently, there has been a tendency to assume that the

geometric mean of a uistribution of available data represents a "best"
estimate of a parameter value for use in deterministic assessment models
[7,19,21,22,32], We caution against the indiscriminate use of geometric
means for such purposes because they tend to underpredict collective
or average exposures. Most data for model parameters are positively
skewed [7,9,19-22,38], and thus the geometric mean is always less than
the average or arithmetic mean (Fig. 3 ) . If the predicted value from
the model is directly proportional to the parameter estimate, then the
extent of underpredicting the average will depend on the skewness of
the distribution of data and the degree to which the data and model
structure are biased toward underprediction.
However, at the very worst, underpredictions of the mean should
not exceed one order of magnitude for routine release conditions.
More likely, we expect the use of geometric means in deterministic
calculations to result in underpredictions of the arithmetic mean that
are less than a factor of three. Although, substantial underestimates
of the arithmetic mean will occur when the uncertainties in the model
output span several orders of magnitude, we expect that some degree of
conservative bias will have been incorporated in the model to compensate
for such potentially gross uncertainties.
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Estimates of Overall Uncertainty
On the basis of our experience, we find that the largest uncertainties are associated with model predictions of the radiological
consequences of long-term future emissions from geological repositories
of high-level radioactive wastes [49,56] and with predictions of
individual dose-rates resulting from acute, accidental releases from
nuclear power facilities [55,65,66].

Quantities predicted for these

situations are dependent on many unknown variables which lead to uncertainties that may span several orders of magnitude. Usually, conservative assumptions that are employed in these cases in order to compensate
for the effect of unknown variables.
For the assessment of exposures to local population groups in the
vicinity of nuclear fuel cycle facilities, we do not expect current
deterministic assessment models (e.g., [25-28]) to underpredict by
iiiore than one order of magnitude actual exposures to routine releases,
nor do we expect overpredictions to exceed two orders of magnitude,
given reasonably accurate estimates of the annual rates of radionuclides
released from these facilities. These latter estimates are not dissimilar to those made by others who have addressed the issue of model
uncertainties [2,3,30], The validity of these statements, however,
will always be subject to contention in the absence of model validation.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
From our participation in various individual and group efforts to
evaluate model strengths and weaknesses, we have developed some general
conclusions concerning the implications of model uncertainties.
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Assessment Models and Research Models Serve Different Purposes
First, we believe that there is a need to distinguish between
research and assessment models. Assessment models are designed to serve
as tools for decision-making, whereby research models are developed to
improve understanding of the function and structure of real systems
through explicit identification and simulation, of operating processes.
Within assessment models, underlying processes may be aggregated, for
example, into general transfer coefficients that relate the concentration of a radionuclide in one compartment of a model to that in another
compartment. Therefore, assessment models, as a rule, tend to be less
complex in structure and more amenable to field testing than processlevel research models [35].
Research models may be used in assessments to permit estimation
of the importance of specific processes not explicitly accounted for
in assessment models. Research models are also employed when it becomes
necessary to quantify key parameters for which appropriate empirical
relationships are nonexistent. It should be recognized, however, that
the increased level of complexity represented by research models may
not necessarily guarantee increased accuracy in model predictions
[3,19,29,30,35], Although increased complexity offers the advantage
of increased flexibility in terms of the number of questions a model
can address, it is our contention that the best model for assessment
purposes is usually the simplest model that will produce results within
an acceptable degree of accuracy [19,30].
An example of a simple empirical model which produces more accurate
predictions than a more complex model is given in Fig. 5.

In this

example, the simple model is composed of a distribution of values derived

co

Fig. 5. A comparison of the stochastic predictions of a simple two-parameter model and a more complex
ten-parameter model with observations of milk concentrations of 1-131 averaged for a period
of three months among two dairy cows at each of two distinct locations in the vicinity of
the Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station.
published by Voilleque et a l . [32].

The observed average values are taken from data

The distribution of values for the two-parameter model

is derived from data published on steady-state or time-integrated air-to-milk relationships
observed for 1-131, 1-127, and 1-129 [9,67],

The results of the more complex model [17]

include the assumption that only 50$ of the airborne 1-131 is in the elemental form.
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from reported steady-state or time-integrated relationships of iodine
concentrations in air and in the milk of cows grazing on pasture.
The more complex model is made up of 10 parameters that explicitly
account for variability in the deposition onto ground; the interception,
uptake, and retention of 1-131 by vegetation; the variable grazing
habits of dairy cows; dairy management practices; and the steady-state
transfer of 1-131 to milk from a daily rate of ingestion of forage.
When compared with two time-averaged values of the air-to-milk transfer
obtained from measurements at two different sites near the Quad Cities
Nuclear Power Plant, the simple model produces better results.

This

outcome is probably because important interactions and processes
implicitly included by the empirical data used in the simple model are
excluded from the formulation of the more complex model, thus implying
that the more complex model is not complex enough! Usually, the quality
of available data will limit the amount of complexity in model structure
that will contribute to increased predictive accuracy [10,19].

Deterministic Models Should Include Limits of Application
Our second conclusion is that deterministic models are only useful
as tools for decision making when their predictions are accompanied by
limits that clearly specify when the modeling results may not be applicable.

Currently, there is only one deterministic assessment model

that we know of that formally has this feature.

This is the generic

assessment model developrd by the International Atomic Energy Agency
for the evaluation of exposures to critical population groups from
routine emissions [25].

This model requires further evaluation of the

model structure and data base whenever predicted doses are within one
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order of magnitude below a relevant dose limit. Specifying limits of
application for deterministic models serves to protect against model
misuse and to provide incentive for improvement of the assessment
process by requiring renewed scruitiny of the model and its parameters
whenever these limits of model application approach a level of concern
to the decision-maker.

Without any estimate of the limits of model

application, decisions based on deterministic predictions may be in
gross error.

One method that has been suggested for overcoming such

errors is to use the model (and its associated base of data) that was
originally used for evaluating the feasibility of implementing regulations as the accepted approach for establishing compliance with these
regulations, e.g. [68]. However, this procedure has the undesirable
effect of reducing incentive to improve the accuracy of model predictions
while allowing decisions to be based on calculated values having little
or no relevance to reality.

Realistic Assessment Models Should Include Stochastic Procedures
We strongly recommend that any attempt to improve the "realism"
of assessment modeling include the use of stochastic procedures to
preserve the effect of parameter uncertainty within model predictions.
These procedures are useful not only for initial decision-making but
also for directing future research efforts through identification of
the radionuclides, exposure pathways, and model parameters that contribute most to the overall predictive uncertainty. Nevertheless, extreme
care must be given when applying stochastic procedures. Unrecognized
correlations among parameters, improper model formulation, and indiscriminate specification of parameter variability can produce misleading
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results.

Despite their obvious utility for radiological assessments,

stochastic modeling procedures are not a substitute for model validation.

Scientific Method Mandates Model Validation
The importance of model validation cannot be overemphasized.

In

fact, we contend that the scientific method mandates model validation
through field testing of model predictions. In the absence of model
validation, assessment models constitute untested hypotheses.
The importance of model validation is illustrated in Fig. 6.
This figure compares stochastic and deterministic model predictions of
the steady-state transfer of radioactive aerosols from air to vegetation
with field observations [59]. Without validation data, comparison of
the stochastic model with the deterministic model would indicate that
deterministic predictions are probably conservative.

Wnen model

predictions are compared with data obtained from air and vegetation
samples collected in California, the initial indication provided by
the stochastic model appears to be confirmed.

However, both deter-

ministic and stochastic models substantially underpredict observations
made in Tennessee.

Thus, validation over a range of conditions is

needed to reveal model bias.
Bias in the models used in the above example originates from the
assumption that dry deposition dominates wet deposition. The primary
difference in the two sets of observed data is the effect of wet
deposition, with wet deposition being almost negligible during the
summer months in California. We also note that the stochastic predictions in Fig. 6 indicate more variability than is evident by either of
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Fig. 6.

A comparison of model predictions and observations of the transfer of subrnicron participate
radionuclides from air to leafy vegetation.

The observations [68] are representative of two

different climatic regimes of the United States.
normalized to an air concentration of 1 pCi/m .

The predicted and observed quantities are
Stochastic predictions are obtained by

specifying distributions for model parameters estimated from literature data [15,691.
Deterministic predictions were made using NRC Regulatory Guides 1.109 [28] and 1.111 [70],
with deposition rates (from [70]) normalized for a given ground-level air concentration [71].
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the two distributions of observed data. We suspect that this is the
result of the manner in which parameter distributions were estimated
from the general literature and the effect of unspecified correlations
among model parameters.

Improving Confidence in the Use of Assessment Models
Giyen that there are numerous sources of uncertainties which can
affect the accuracy of assessment models, how can we improve confidence
in their use?

In many cases, the importance of large uncertainties

can be negated through the use of screening procedures, as long as
conservatively biased-predicted quantities remain below dose limits or
other levels of concern. Screening calculations would be most effective
if official de minimis levels of risk could be established, because
model uncertainties resulting in risks below de minimis levels could
be properly dismissed as being of trivial importance.
In some cases, confidence in model predictions can be increased
through better parameter estimation. For empirical assessment models,
attempts should be made to improve parameter estimation through correlation with readily available site-specific information such as local
meteorological conditions; soil pH, type, and texture; water quality;
vegetation type; agricultural practices, etc. [2,3,19,20,30]. Sitespecific parameter estimates are especially desirable within terrestrial and aquatic food-chain transport models [2,3,19,20,30,73]. For
example, a major reduction in the overall variability of data for freshwater finfish bioaccumuiation factors for cesium and strontium was
demonstrated by Vanderploeg et al. [74] through correlations with the
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suspended sediment content and the concentration of potassium and
calcium in water (e.g., Fig. 7 ) .
Increased understanding of biophysical processes and mechanisms
of importance to human pathways of exposure will eventually improve
the confidence with which model relationships can be extrapolated into
situations different from those for which they were initially developed.
Such fundamental improvements in knowledge are most likely to come
from long-term investment in basic research. In the interim, confidence
should be improved as model validation is extended to a variety of
radionuclides and exposure pathways over a range of exposure conditions.
The need for model validation has been widely recognized and urged by
the numerous groups that have addressed questions of model uncertainties [3,19,25,30,73]. However, not all aspects of radiological assessment models are amenable to validation, the most notable examples being
risk factors and internal dosimetry models. At least for the near term,
we anticipate that risk factors and internal dosimetry models will
remain important contributors to the irreducible uncertainty in radiological assessments.

Implications for Radiological Protection
The implications of model uncertainties for the protection of
human health are greatest at high doses and dose rates. However, at
low doses and dose rates comparable to recent regulatory limits for
routine emissions from nuclear power facilities [4,5], the implications
of model uncertainties for human health protection are small (if not
negligible).

Currently, the main implications of model uncertainties

are associated with demonstration of compliance with regulatory
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Fig. 7.

Bioaccumulation factors for Cs-137 and stable cesium 1n freshwater fishes as
a function of potassium concentration -fn water (from Vanderploeg et a l . [ 7 3 ] ) .
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standards. Because some level of uncertainty will always be associated
with model predictions, an absolute guarantee cannot be given that
standards will not be exceeded.
Furthermore, the legal implications may be profound if regulations require that "no individual receive a dose that is greater than
the specified dose limit," and models are used beyond their limits of
intended application to demonstrate compliance with the limit. For
this reason, we recommend that deterministic model predictions that
are not conservatively biased be carefully scrutinized whenever calculated doses approach dose limits by an order of magnitude. Considering the relative consequences of model misprediction at low doses and
low-dose rates, we contend that the implications of model uncertainties
are of greater significance for legal, political, economic^ and social
issues than for the protection of human health.
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